ACCESS Navigators
Taking the mystery out of accessibility

New Hampshire Complete Streets
Two years ago, three people, on a budget of nothing, made a big thing happen for people in Portsmouth.

Today we’re growing across New England. And we’re not finished yet.
Disability Impacts

ALL of US

A Snapshot of Disability in the United States

Click for state-specific information →

22% of adults in the United States have some type of disability

The percentage of people living with select disabilities in each state is highest in the Southeast.
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We found surprises

Go ‘round back

Ask for the portable ramp

New Hampshire Complete Streets
And we found good design too…
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New Hampshire Complete Streets
And the bathrooms…

Many ways to get it wrong…
And the bathrooms…

It’s easy to get it right
New Hampshire Complete Streets
Pay attention to the world around you. Find opportunity.
Pay attention to the world around you. Find opportunity.

Before, no access

Space for a wheelchair!
Pay attention to the world around you. Find opportunity.

Before: curbs, ruts

After: No Curb
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New Hampshire Complete Streets
Help people with mobility challenges stay connected to their community.
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What’s next?
We’ve launched a New England brewery map…

…and we’re looking for some help.
Inspired?
Get in touch!
We would love to help you and your community be more access-friendly.

www.accessnavigators.com

Todd Hanson: thanson@jsainc.com
Anne Weidman: aweidman@jsainc.com

And for architecture, interior design and planning, visit us at www.jsainc.com